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Grantor Grantee

Multiple types of deeds 
Differing requirements by jurisdiction 

Short documents with standardized language

Deed of Conveyance

P

The right to possess the property is called an interest. 

Possessory if owner has right to possess now, otherwise, future interest.



O conveys P to A. 

O conveys P to A for life. 

O conveys P to A until A graduates. 

O conveys P to A for life, then to B. 

O conveys P to A for life, then to B, but if C marries to C.

Some Examples



Dude, 
where’s my  

λ 
?



O conveys P to A until A graduates, then to B. 

O conveys P to A, but if A graduates to B. 



O A B
conveys graduates

O conveys P to A until A graduates, then to B.

O A A B
conveys graduates claims

O conveys P to A, but if A graduates to B. 



Example: Limitations

• Determinable Estate 
(immediate transfer) 

• phrased as measure of the 
duration of the estate until, 
so long as, while, during 


• placed before the 
punctuation mark 
signaling the end of the 
description

• Estate Subject to a 
Condition Subsequent 
(requires claim) 

• phrased like an 
afterthought but if, provided 
that, however


• placed after the the 
punctuation mark 
signaling the end of the 
description



Ideal for a DSL

• Well-defined(-ish) syntax 

• People, properties, conditions, keywords, punctuation. 

• Rich language of events and conditions 

• dies, graduates, survives, marries vs. is married 

• Deterministic, agreed-upon rules



What we did

❖ Develop a core calculus for conveyances 

❖ Translate surface syntax into a core calculus 

❖ Operational and denotational semantics 

❖ Prove equivalence between the semantics 

❖ Prove that semantics obey property law principles 

❖ Implementation and evaluations
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Olive conveys to Alice for life,

then to Bob.

conveys

Olive then

Alice, for life Bob

conveys

Atom Olive ;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

Atom Bob

Figure 1. Parsing and desugaring a single conveyance.

2 Examples and Terminology
Property law deals with the rights of owners of interests in
property. (We follow the terminology and the substantive
law as described in [American Law Institute 1936], a historic
and highly in�uential scholarly summary of United States
property law.) The most important rights are typically the
right to use a piece of property as one wishes and to exclude
others from using it. These two rights are usually linked, and
a person who has an interest that includes the rights to use
and to exclude is said to be entitled to possession of the prop-
erty, and the interest is said to be possessory. For real estate
(land and things permanently attached to it, like buildings),
an interest is called a present estate if it is possessory, and a
future interest if it might become possessory sometime in the
future (if at all). Interests are created (and the corresponding
rights transferred) from one party (the grantor) to another
(the grantee) in a variety of ways (wills, deeds, etc.), which
we will collectively call conveyances.

We will follow the conventions of legal education and
write conveyances in the simpli�ed form that law students
and legal textbooks commonly discuss them. For example, in
the elementary conveyance “Olive conveys to Alice for

life, then to Bob”, Olive is the grantor and Alice and Bob
are the grantees. The term “conveys to” indicates that Olive
is transferring her interest. This conveyance has two clauses,
separated by a comma for convenience. The �rst clause gives
Alice an interest that will entitle her to possession start-
ing immediately and continuing until Alice’s death. Alice’s
interest is said to have a natural duration—Alice’s lifetime,
indicated by the term “for life”. The second clause gives
Bob an interest that will entitle him to possession starting at
Alice’s death and continuing forever (it will pass to his legal
heirs upon his death). Alice’s interest is presently possessory
as it entitles her to possession now; Bob’s is a future interest,
since it will not entitle him to possession until Alice dies.

Our model of conveyances has two stages: �rst, we parse
a conveyance written in (a very restricted subset of) Eng-
lish into an AST. Then we desugar the AST into a term in
the core calculus. The parsing step identi�es the clauses in
the conveyance and their components; the desugaring step
cleans them up into a standard representation.

Figure 1 shows parsing and desugaring for the exam-
ple “Olive conveys to Alice for life, then to Bob.” The
syntax conveys to indicates to the parser that this is a con-
veyance from owner Olive, and then to denotes a boundary
between the two clauses. The �rst clause describes an inter-
est owned by Alice, but guarded by a condition. The syntax
for life indicates a duration that desugars into a condition
attached to this clause. In this case, “for life” desugars to the
condition “Alice is alive”, referencing the owner. Our imple-
mentation provides desugarings for common durations and
conditions, including “for life”, “for the life of P” (where P is
some person other than the grantee) and “for N years.” At the
end of the desugaring process, the AST generates the core
language program on the right. For the rest of this paper we
use gray to indicate connective keywords, blue to indicate
durations, and green for other limiting events.
Conditions are language constructs that evaluate to true

or false, depending on a history of events. For example, sup-
pose the event “Alice dies” occurs. Once Alice has died, the
condition “Alice is alive” no longer evaluates to true. Thus
we can replace the subterm While("Alice is alive ", Alice)

with the empty subterm Bottom. This leaves the overall term
as Bottom; Atom Bob, which simpli�es to Atom Bob. This is
typical of the operational semantics of terms: events can
cause some conditions to become false, which in turn causes
subterms to terminate. These terminated terms are replaced
by Bottom, which yields possession to the following subterm
in a sequence (the semicolon is the sequencing operator). If
another event occurs—say “Olive dies”—no further changes
take place, because Atom p always evaluates to Atom p under
any possible event. Conditions and the operational semantics
of terms are discussed in further detail in Section 4.

Here is a more complicated example:

1 Olive owns.

2 Olive conveys to Alice for life , then to Bob

for life until Bob marries , then to Carol.

3 Alice dies.

4 Bob conveys to Dave for life.

5 Bob marries.
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Let us trace the execution of this “program,” step by step.
It begins with an ownership statement. This is necessary for
multi-part conveyances; otherwise, it is unclear whether the
party named in each subsequent conveyance actually owns
anything to convey. So after the �rst statement, the term is:

Atom Olive

The second statement is a conveyance, but it is more com-
plicated in two ways. First, it has three clauses, instead of
two. The fact that the language of conveyances is recursive,
in that additional clauses can be added inde�nitely, is one
of the key observations motivating our use of a context-free
grammar for parsing conveyances. Second, the clause giv-
ing Bob an interest contains an added limitation (“until Bob
marries”). This is an additional condition which could cut o�
Bob’s interest “early” (i.e., before its natural duration). We
model added limitations by adding an additional condition
to the While node. Finally, the rule for a conveyance (for
reasons to be explained shortly) is that the term created by
the conveyance is added as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed. So after line 2, the term is

;

;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The third statement (Alice dies) is an event. It causes
the condition " alive ( Alice ) " to become false, so the entire
subterm While "alive ( Alice ) "—(Atom Alice) is replaced with
Bottom. The overall term simpli�es to:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The fourth statement is another conveyance, but it raises
two new complications. The �rst is that Bob does not convey
all of his interest: he does not specify what happens to the
property after Dave’s death. This is where an important rule
of property law, which we model, comes in. Bob is said to
retain a reversion: a portion of his original interest that will
become posesssory again if the interest he has conveyed
to Dave ends. In e�ect, it is as though every conveyance

ends with the implied words “then to grantor”. This is why
we add the new term as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed, rather than replacing it. The second complication
is that Bob, who is conveying his interest, owns less than all
of the property. So we add the new term created by Bob’s
conveyance as a left sibling to Bob’s interest rather than to
the overall term. The term is now:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

;

While "alive (Dave)"

Atom Dave

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The �fth statement is another event. It causes the condi-
tion "alive(Bob) and unmarried(Bob)" to fail, terminating all
the interests that the condition guards. The complete term
simpli�es to:

;

Atom Carol Atom Olive

Notice that Bob’s death would also have yielded the same
result. The failure of an outer condition causes all inner terms
to be replaced with Bottom and be pruned away. Dave’s death,
on the other hand, would only have caused the subterm with
Dave’s interest to fail, so that the term would have become

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob) "

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

This is exactly the same as the term before Bob’s con-
veyance to Dave. This makes sense: Bob gave away part of
his interest, but the part he gave away has terminated, so he
is left in the same situation he was in before. In Section 5.1,
we prove this is a general theorem about our model of prop-
erty law. Note that the term Atom Carol ; Atom Olive will
never simplify further, because no events are capable of
terminating Carol’s interest. Therefore, Olive’s reversion is
unreachable. Our implementation is capable of detecting and
pruning unreachable interests (as lawyers do implicitly when
talking about the state of title to a property), but we defer a
full description of the required analysis to future work.

1. Olive owns.
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Let us trace the execution of this “program,” step by step.
It begins with an ownership statement. This is necessary for
multi-part conveyances; otherwise, it is unclear whether the
party named in each subsequent conveyance actually owns
anything to convey. So after the �rst statement, the term is:

Atom Olive

The second statement is a conveyance, but it is more com-
plicated in two ways. First, it has three clauses, instead of
two. The fact that the language of conveyances is recursive,
in that additional clauses can be added inde�nitely, is one
of the key observations motivating our use of a context-free
grammar for parsing conveyances. Second, the clause giv-
ing Bob an interest contains an added limitation (“until Bob
marries”). This is an additional condition which could cut o�
Bob’s interest “early” (i.e., before its natural duration). We
model added limitations by adding an additional condition
to the While node. Finally, the rule for a conveyance (for
reasons to be explained shortly) is that the term created by
the conveyance is added as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed. So after line 2, the term is

;

;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The third statement (Alice dies) is an event. It causes
the condition " alive ( Alice ) " to become false, so the entire
subterm While "alive ( Alice ) "—(Atom Alice) is replaced with
Bottom. The overall term simpli�es to:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The fourth statement is another conveyance, but it raises
two new complications. The �rst is that Bob does not convey
all of his interest: he does not specify what happens to the
property after Dave’s death. This is where an important rule
of property law, which we model, comes in. Bob is said to
retain a reversion: a portion of his original interest that will
become posesssory again if the interest he has conveyed
to Dave ends. In e�ect, it is as though every conveyance

ends with the implied words “then to grantor”. This is why
we add the new term as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed, rather than replacing it. The second complication
is that Bob, who is conveying his interest, owns less than all
of the property. So we add the new term created by Bob’s
conveyance as a left sibling to Bob’s interest rather than to
the overall term. The term is now:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

;

While "alive (Dave)"

Atom Dave

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The �fth statement is another event. It causes the condi-
tion "alive(Bob) and unmarried(Bob)" to fail, terminating all
the interests that the condition guards. The complete term
simpli�es to:

;

Atom Carol Atom Olive

Notice that Bob’s death would also have yielded the same
result. The failure of an outer condition causes all inner terms
to be replaced with Bottom and be pruned away. Dave’s death,
on the other hand, would only have caused the subterm with
Dave’s interest to fail, so that the term would have become

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob) "

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

This is exactly the same as the term before Bob’s con-
veyance to Dave. This makes sense: Bob gave away part of
his interest, but the part he gave away has terminated, so he
is left in the same situation he was in before. In Section 5.1,
we prove this is a general theorem about our model of prop-
erty law. Note that the term Atom Carol ; Atom Olive will
never simplify further, because no events are capable of
terminating Carol’s interest. Therefore, Olive’s reversion is
unreachable. Our implementation is capable of detecting and
pruning unreachable interests (as lawyers do implicitly when
talking about the state of title to a property), but we defer a
full description of the required analysis to future work.

Olive owns. 
Olive conveys to Alice for life, 
 then to Bob for life until Bob marries,  
 then to Carol. 
 

text into conditions

connect clauses
insert reversions
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Let us trace the execution of this “program,” step by step.
It begins with an ownership statement. This is necessary for
multi-part conveyances; otherwise, it is unclear whether the
party named in each subsequent conveyance actually owns
anything to convey. So after the �rst statement, the term is:

Atom Olive

The second statement is a conveyance, but it is more com-
plicated in two ways. First, it has three clauses, instead of
two. The fact that the language of conveyances is recursive,
in that additional clauses can be added inde�nitely, is one
of the key observations motivating our use of a context-free
grammar for parsing conveyances. Second, the clause giv-
ing Bob an interest contains an added limitation (“until Bob
marries”). This is an additional condition which could cut o�
Bob’s interest “early” (i.e., before its natural duration). We
model added limitations by adding an additional condition
to the While node. Finally, the rule for a conveyance (for
reasons to be explained shortly) is that the term created by
the conveyance is added as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed. So after line 2, the term is

;

;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The third statement (Alice dies) is an event. It causes
the condition " alive ( Alice ) " to become false, so the entire
subterm While "alive ( Alice ) "—(Atom Alice) is replaced with
Bottom. The overall term simpli�es to:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The fourth statement is another conveyance, but it raises
two new complications. The �rst is that Bob does not convey
all of his interest: he does not specify what happens to the
property after Dave’s death. This is where an important rule
of property law, which we model, comes in. Bob is said to
retain a reversion: a portion of his original interest that will
become posesssory again if the interest he has conveyed
to Dave ends. In e�ect, it is as though every conveyance

ends with the implied words “then to grantor”. This is why
we add the new term as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed, rather than replacing it. The second complication
is that Bob, who is conveying his interest, owns less than all
of the property. So we add the new term created by Bob’s
conveyance as a left sibling to Bob’s interest rather than to
the overall term. The term is now:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

;

While "alive (Dave)"

Atom Dave

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The �fth statement is another event. It causes the condi-
tion "alive(Bob) and unmarried(Bob)" to fail, terminating all
the interests that the condition guards. The complete term
simpli�es to:

;

Atom Carol Atom Olive

Notice that Bob’s death would also have yielded the same
result. The failure of an outer condition causes all inner terms
to be replaced with Bottom and be pruned away. Dave’s death,
on the other hand, would only have caused the subterm with
Dave’s interest to fail, so that the term would have become

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob) "

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

This is exactly the same as the term before Bob’s con-
veyance to Dave. This makes sense: Bob gave away part of
his interest, but the part he gave away has terminated, so he
is left in the same situation he was in before. In Section 5.1,
we prove this is a general theorem about our model of prop-
erty law. Note that the term Atom Carol ; Atom Olive will
never simplify further, because no events are capable of
terminating Carol’s interest. Therefore, Olive’s reversion is
unreachable. Our implementation is capable of detecting and
pruning unreachable interests (as lawyers do implicitly when
talking about the state of title to a property), but we defer a
full description of the required analysis to future work.

Olive owns. 
Olive conveys to Alice for life, 
 then to Bob for life until Bob marries,  
 then to Carol. 
Alice dies. 
 

check conditions

prune & re-arrange clauses



Olive owns. 
Olive conveys to Alice for life, 
 then to Bob for life until Bob marries,  
 then to Carol. 
Alice dies. 
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Let us trace the execution of this “program,” step by step.
It begins with an ownership statement. This is necessary for
multi-part conveyances; otherwise, it is unclear whether the
party named in each subsequent conveyance actually owns
anything to convey. So after the �rst statement, the term is:

Atom Olive

The second statement is a conveyance, but it is more com-
plicated in two ways. First, it has three clauses, instead of
two. The fact that the language of conveyances is recursive,
in that additional clauses can be added inde�nitely, is one
of the key observations motivating our use of a context-free
grammar for parsing conveyances. Second, the clause giv-
ing Bob an interest contains an added limitation (“until Bob
marries”). This is an additional condition which could cut o�
Bob’s interest “early” (i.e., before its natural duration). We
model added limitations by adding an additional condition
to the While node. Finally, the rule for a conveyance (for
reasons to be explained shortly) is that the term created by
the conveyance is added as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed. So after line 2, the term is

;

;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The third statement (Alice dies) is an event. It causes
the condition " alive ( Alice ) " to become false, so the entire
subterm While "alive ( Alice ) "—(Atom Alice) is replaced with
Bottom. The overall term simpli�es to:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The fourth statement is another conveyance, but it raises
two new complications. The �rst is that Bob does not convey
all of his interest: he does not specify what happens to the
property after Dave’s death. This is where an important rule
of property law, which we model, comes in. Bob is said to
retain a reversion: a portion of his original interest that will
become posesssory again if the interest he has conveyed
to Dave ends. In e�ect, it is as though every conveyance

ends with the implied words “then to grantor”. This is why
we add the new term as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed, rather than replacing it. The second complication
is that Bob, who is conveying his interest, owns less than all
of the property. So we add the new term created by Bob’s
conveyance as a left sibling to Bob’s interest rather than to
the overall term. The term is now:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

;

While "alive (Dave)"

Atom Dave

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The �fth statement is another event. It causes the condi-
tion "alive(Bob) and unmarried(Bob)" to fail, terminating all
the interests that the condition guards. The complete term
simpli�es to:

;

Atom Carol Atom Olive

Notice that Bob’s death would also have yielded the same
result. The failure of an outer condition causes all inner terms
to be replaced with Bottom and be pruned away. Dave’s death,
on the other hand, would only have caused the subterm with
Dave’s interest to fail, so that the term would have become

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob) "

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

This is exactly the same as the term before Bob’s con-
veyance to Dave. This makes sense: Bob gave away part of
his interest, but the part he gave away has terminated, so he
is left in the same situation he was in before. In Section 5.1,
we prove this is a general theorem about our model of prop-
erty law. Note that the term Atom Carol ; Atom Olive will
never simplify further, because no events are capable of
terminating Carol’s interest. Therefore, Olive’s reversion is
unreachable. Our implementation is capable of detecting and
pruning unreachable interests (as lawyers do implicitly when
talking about the state of title to a property), but we defer a
full description of the required analysis to future work.



Olive owns. 
Olive conveys to Alice for life, 
 then to Bob for life until Bob marries,  
 then to Carol. 
Alice dies. 
Bob conveys to Dave for life.
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Let us trace the execution of this “program,” step by step.
It begins with an ownership statement. This is necessary for
multi-part conveyances; otherwise, it is unclear whether the
party named in each subsequent conveyance actually owns
anything to convey. So after the �rst statement, the term is:

Atom Olive

The second statement is a conveyance, but it is more com-
plicated in two ways. First, it has three clauses, instead of
two. The fact that the language of conveyances is recursive,
in that additional clauses can be added inde�nitely, is one
of the key observations motivating our use of a context-free
grammar for parsing conveyances. Second, the clause giv-
ing Bob an interest contains an added limitation (“until Bob
marries”). This is an additional condition which could cut o�
Bob’s interest “early” (i.e., before its natural duration). We
model added limitations by adding an additional condition
to the While node. Finally, the rule for a conveyance (for
reasons to be explained shortly) is that the term created by
the conveyance is added as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed. So after line 2, the term is

;

;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The third statement (Alice dies) is an event. It causes
the condition " alive ( Alice ) " to become false, so the entire
subterm While "alive ( Alice ) "—(Atom Alice) is replaced with
Bottom. The overall term simpli�es to:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The fourth statement is another conveyance, but it raises
two new complications. The �rst is that Bob does not convey
all of his interest: he does not specify what happens to the
property after Dave’s death. This is where an important rule
of property law, which we model, comes in. Bob is said to
retain a reversion: a portion of his original interest that will
become posesssory again if the interest he has conveyed
to Dave ends. In e�ect, it is as though every conveyance

ends with the implied words “then to grantor”. This is why
we add the new term as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed, rather than replacing it. The second complication
is that Bob, who is conveying his interest, owns less than all
of the property. So we add the new term created by Bob’s
conveyance as a left sibling to Bob’s interest rather than to
the overall term. The term is now:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

;

While "alive (Dave)"

Atom Dave

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The �fth statement is another event. It causes the condi-
tion "alive(Bob) and unmarried(Bob)" to fail, terminating all
the interests that the condition guards. The complete term
simpli�es to:

;

Atom Carol Atom Olive

Notice that Bob’s death would also have yielded the same
result. The failure of an outer condition causes all inner terms
to be replaced with Bottom and be pruned away. Dave’s death,
on the other hand, would only have caused the subterm with
Dave’s interest to fail, so that the term would have become

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob) "

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

This is exactly the same as the term before Bob’s con-
veyance to Dave. This makes sense: Bob gave away part of
his interest, but the part he gave away has terminated, so he
is left in the same situation he was in before. In Section 5.1,
we prove this is a general theorem about our model of prop-
erty law. Note that the term Atom Carol ; Atom Olive will
never simplify further, because no events are capable of
terminating Carol’s interest. Therefore, Olive’s reversion is
unreachable. Our implementation is capable of detecting and
pruning unreachable interests (as lawyers do implicitly when
talking about the state of title to a property), but we defer a
full description of the required analysis to future work.
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Olive conveys to Alice for life, 
 then to Bob for life until Bob marries,  
 then to Carol. 
Alice dies. 
Bob conveys to Dave for life.
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Let us trace the execution of this “program,” step by step.
It begins with an ownership statement. This is necessary for
multi-part conveyances; otherwise, it is unclear whether the
party named in each subsequent conveyance actually owns
anything to convey. So after the �rst statement, the term is:

Atom Olive

The second statement is a conveyance, but it is more com-
plicated in two ways. First, it has three clauses, instead of
two. The fact that the language of conveyances is recursive,
in that additional clauses can be added inde�nitely, is one
of the key observations motivating our use of a context-free
grammar for parsing conveyances. Second, the clause giv-
ing Bob an interest contains an added limitation (“until Bob
marries”). This is an additional condition which could cut o�
Bob’s interest “early” (i.e., before its natural duration). We
model added limitations by adding an additional condition
to the While node. Finally, the rule for a conveyance (for
reasons to be explained shortly) is that the term created by
the conveyance is added as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed. So after line 2, the term is

;

;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The third statement (Alice dies) is an event. It causes
the condition " alive ( Alice ) " to become false, so the entire
subterm While "alive ( Alice ) "—(Atom Alice) is replaced with
Bottom. The overall term simpli�es to:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The fourth statement is another conveyance, but it raises
two new complications. The �rst is that Bob does not convey
all of his interest: he does not specify what happens to the
property after Dave’s death. This is where an important rule
of property law, which we model, comes in. Bob is said to
retain a reversion: a portion of his original interest that will
become posesssory again if the interest he has conveyed
to Dave ends. In e�ect, it is as though every conveyance

ends with the implied words “then to grantor”. This is why
we add the new term as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed, rather than replacing it. The second complication
is that Bob, who is conveying his interest, owns less than all
of the property. So we add the new term created by Bob’s
conveyance as a left sibling to Bob’s interest rather than to
the overall term. The term is now:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

;

While "alive (Dave)"

Atom Dave

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The �fth statement is another event. It causes the condi-
tion "alive(Bob) and unmarried(Bob)" to fail, terminating all
the interests that the condition guards. The complete term
simpli�es to:

;

Atom Carol Atom Olive

Notice that Bob’s death would also have yielded the same
result. The failure of an outer condition causes all inner terms
to be replaced with Bottom and be pruned away. Dave’s death,
on the other hand, would only have caused the subterm with
Dave’s interest to fail, so that the term would have become

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob) "

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

This is exactly the same as the term before Bob’s con-
veyance to Dave. This makes sense: Bob gave away part of
his interest, but the part he gave away has terminated, so he
is left in the same situation he was in before. In Section 5.1,
we prove this is a general theorem about our model of prop-
erty law. Note that the term Atom Carol ; Atom Olive will
never simplify further, because no events are capable of
terminating Carol’s interest. Therefore, Olive’s reversion is
unreachable. Our implementation is capable of detecting and
pruning unreachable interests (as lawyers do implicitly when
talking about the state of title to a property), but we defer a
full description of the required analysis to future work.
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Let us trace the execution of this “program,” step by step.
It begins with an ownership statement. This is necessary for
multi-part conveyances; otherwise, it is unclear whether the
party named in each subsequent conveyance actually owns
anything to convey. So after the �rst statement, the term is:

Atom Olive

The second statement is a conveyance, but it is more com-
plicated in two ways. First, it has three clauses, instead of
two. The fact that the language of conveyances is recursive,
in that additional clauses can be added inde�nitely, is one
of the key observations motivating our use of a context-free
grammar for parsing conveyances. Second, the clause giv-
ing Bob an interest contains an added limitation (“until Bob
marries”). This is an additional condition which could cut o�
Bob’s interest “early” (i.e., before its natural duration). We
model added limitations by adding an additional condition
to the While node. Finally, the rule for a conveyance (for
reasons to be explained shortly) is that the term created by
the conveyance is added as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed. So after line 2, the term is

;

;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The third statement (Alice dies) is an event. It causes
the condition " alive ( Alice ) " to become false, so the entire
subterm While "alive ( Alice ) "—(Atom Alice) is replaced with
Bottom. The overall term simpli�es to:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The fourth statement is another conveyance, but it raises
two new complications. The �rst is that Bob does not convey
all of his interest: he does not specify what happens to the
property after Dave’s death. This is where an important rule
of property law, which we model, comes in. Bob is said to
retain a reversion: a portion of his original interest that will
become posesssory again if the interest he has conveyed
to Dave ends. In e�ect, it is as though every conveyance

ends with the implied words “then to grantor”. This is why
we add the new term as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed, rather than replacing it. The second complication
is that Bob, who is conveying his interest, owns less than all
of the property. So we add the new term created by Bob’s
conveyance as a left sibling to Bob’s interest rather than to
the overall term. The term is now:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

;

While "alive (Dave)"

Atom Dave

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The �fth statement is another event. It causes the condi-
tion "alive(Bob) and unmarried(Bob)" to fail, terminating all
the interests that the condition guards. The complete term
simpli�es to:

;

Atom Carol Atom Olive

Notice that Bob’s death would also have yielded the same
result. The failure of an outer condition causes all inner terms
to be replaced with Bottom and be pruned away. Dave’s death,
on the other hand, would only have caused the subterm with
Dave’s interest to fail, so that the term would have become

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob) "

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

This is exactly the same as the term before Bob’s con-
veyance to Dave. This makes sense: Bob gave away part of
his interest, but the part he gave away has terminated, so he
is left in the same situation he was in before. In Section 5.1,
we prove this is a general theorem about our model of prop-
erty law. Note that the term Atom Carol ; Atom Olive will
never simplify further, because no events are capable of
terminating Carol’s interest. Therefore, Olive’s reversion is
unreachable. Our implementation is capable of detecting and
pruning unreachable interests (as lawyers do implicitly when
talking about the state of title to a property), but we defer a
full description of the required analysis to future work.

Olive owns. 
Olive conveys to Alice for life, 
 then to Bob for life until Bob marries,  
 then to Carol. 
Alice dies. 
Bob conveys to Dave for life. 
Bob marries.



Olive owns. 
Olive conveys to Alice for life, 
 then to Bob for life until Bob marries,  
 then to Carol. 
Alice dies. 
Bob conveys to Dave for life. 
Bob marries.
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Let us trace the execution of this “program,” step by step.
It begins with an ownership statement. This is necessary for
multi-part conveyances; otherwise, it is unclear whether the
party named in each subsequent conveyance actually owns
anything to convey. So after the �rst statement, the term is:

Atom Olive

The second statement is a conveyance, but it is more com-
plicated in two ways. First, it has three clauses, instead of
two. The fact that the language of conveyances is recursive,
in that additional clauses can be added inde�nitely, is one
of the key observations motivating our use of a context-free
grammar for parsing conveyances. Second, the clause giv-
ing Bob an interest contains an added limitation (“until Bob
marries”). This is an additional condition which could cut o�
Bob’s interest “early” (i.e., before its natural duration). We
model added limitations by adding an additional condition
to the While node. Finally, the rule for a conveyance (for
reasons to be explained shortly) is that the term created by
the conveyance is added as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed. So after line 2, the term is

;

;

While "alive ( Alice ) "

Atom Alice

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The third statement (Alice dies) is an event. It causes
the condition " alive ( Alice ) " to become false, so the entire
subterm While "alive ( Alice ) "—(Atom Alice) is replaced with
Bottom. The overall term simpli�es to:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The fourth statement is another conveyance, but it raises
two new complications. The �rst is that Bob does not convey
all of his interest: he does not specify what happens to the
property after Dave’s death. This is where an important rule
of property law, which we model, comes in. Bob is said to
retain a reversion: a portion of his original interest that will
become posesssory again if the interest he has conveyed
to Dave ends. In e�ect, it is as though every conveyance

ends with the implied words “then to grantor”. This is why
we add the new term as a left sibling to the interest being
conveyed, rather than replacing it. The second complication
is that Bob, who is conveying his interest, owns less than all
of the property. So we add the new term created by Bob’s
conveyance as a left sibling to Bob’s interest rather than to
the overall term. The term is now:

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob)"

;

While "alive (Dave)"

Atom Dave

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

The �fth statement is another event. It causes the condi-
tion "alive(Bob) and unmarried(Bob)" to fail, terminating all
the interests that the condition guards. The complete term
simpli�es to:

;

Atom Carol Atom Olive

Notice that Bob’s death would also have yielded the same
result. The failure of an outer condition causes all inner terms
to be replaced with Bottom and be pruned away. Dave’s death,
on the other hand, would only have caused the subterm with
Dave’s interest to fail, so that the term would have become

;

;

While "alive (Bob) and unmarried(Bob) "

Atom Bob

Atom Carol

Atom Olive

This is exactly the same as the term before Bob’s con-
veyance to Dave. This makes sense: Bob gave away part of
his interest, but the part he gave away has terminated, so he
is left in the same situation he was in before. In Section 5.1,
we prove this is a general theorem about our model of prop-
erty law. Note that the term Atom Carol ; Atom Olive will
never simplify further, because no events are capable of
terminating Carol’s interest. Therefore, Olive’s reversion is
unreachable. Our implementation is capable of detecting and
pruning unreachable interests (as lawyers do implicitly when
talking about the state of title to a property), but we defer a
full description of the required analysis to future work.
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The next sections describe howwe formalize the intuitions
we have developed in this chapter, starting with a formal-
ization of the syntactic structures we have discussed, and
followed by operational semantics that allow us to perform
the relevant evaluations and simpli�cations.

3 Concrete and Core Syntaxes
We have developed a surface syntax for expressing con-
veyances that that resembles natural English language and
that desugars into terms in a core calculus. The surface syn-
tax allows for specifying conveyances in a (very) restricted
subset of English. These conveyances resemble the examples
used in legal textbooks [Edwards 2009; Merrill and Smith
2017], and most of our examples are legally su�cient to do
what they claim to. (Having said that, please don’t try this
at home—this is an academic paper, not legal advice!)
Figure 2b shows the concrete syntax of our surface lan-

guage, which is designed to be familiar to legal practitioners.
A “program” consists of an initial ownership declaration fol-
lowed by zero or more statements. A statement can represent
either the occurrence of an event e , or a conveyance. Thus
events and conveyances can be interleaved, as is the case in
the real world. A conveyance is a pair of a grantor p and a
combination of clauses qs . Each clause has a grantee (to p)
and optionally, a precondition (if c), a duration (for d) and a
limitation (while c). The clauses can be singletons, or linked
in various combinations, representing the common syntactic
forms (as seen in Section 2). The syntax supports sequential
composition (“q then qs”), or guarded composition, where
the ful�llment of a condition cuts short all previous interests
(“but if c then”, i.e., an executory interest).

The grammar of conditions includes a few primitives that
cover conditions common in practice (e.g., “p is married”), a
primitive that is true when the corresponding event occurs,
and operators for combining simpler conditions (including
the standard logical operators). Our implementation is a little
more �exible than the syntax shown in Figure 2. For example,
a condition that is true as long as a person p is in school may
be phrased as “while p is in school”, as shown in Figure 2,
but also as “until p graduates”, or “so long as p is in school”.

One of our core insights is that althoughmany conveyances
can appear complex in the surface syntax, they can usually
be translated into programs in a simpler core language with
a small collection of basic forms, as shown in Figure 2c. The
treatment of programs, statements, conditions, and events is
essentially unchanged. However, the numerous special cases
associated with clauses, combinations, and durations have
been simpli�ed as terms in the core language.

Terms elide most syntactic characteristics of conveyances
in favor of preserving the core semantic di�erences. The
term Atom � encodes what property law practitioners would
recognize as a distinct interest: a triple of unique identi�er
(n 2 N), a grantor (� 2 P), and an owner (or grantee) (o 2 P).

Naturals N 3 n ::= 0 | 1 | 2 . . .
Persons P 3 p,� ::= O,G, P,A,B . . .
Strings x,�, z ::= Strings
Events E 3 e ::= p dies | n years pass | x occurs | . . .

Histories E
⇤ 3 ē ::= [e0, . . . , en]

(a) Common Types.

Durations d ::= life | the life of p | n years

Conditions c ::= p is married | p is alive | e occurs
| ¬c | c1 ^ c2 | c1 _ c2

Clauses q ::= [ if c ] to p [ for d ][ while c ]

Combinations qs ::= q | q, then qs
| qs , but if c then qs

Statement s
nat ::= (p, qs) | e occurs

Program �
nat ::= [ Owns p; snat0 ; . . . snatk ]

(b) Natural Language Syntax.

Interest � 3 � ::= To (n 2 N,�,o 2 P) Transfer

Terms t 3 T ::= Atom � One Interest
| Seq (t1, t2) Sequencing
| While (c, t) Termination
| If (c, t) Precondition
| Bottom Reversion

Statement S 3 s ::= Conveys (� , t) | e
Program � ::= [ Owns p; s0 . . . sn ]

(c) Core Language Syntax.

Figure 2. Syntax for Expressing Conveyances.

The additional structure is necessary because some property
doctrines depend on whether an interest is owned by its
grantor and on the identity of speci�c interests over time.
Placing this information in the interest itself, rather than
reconstructing it from context in a term, allows for simpler
semantics. The unique identi�ers allow for a program-level
property: an interest can only be conveyed once, i.e., � can
appear on the right-hand-side of only one Conveys (� ,t)
statement in a program. The term Seq (t1, t2) represents
the linear sequence of the subterms t1 and t2: i.e., �rst the
interests in t1 are possessory, and then those in t2 are. For
concision, we often write (t1 ; t2). The term While(c, t ) rep-
resents the termination of the subterm t on the failure of the
condition c: if t is possessory and c becomes false, then the
entire term ends. Conversely, If(c, t ) evaluates the subterm t

p, but if c then q → while(not c, ( p ; Atom g));  q 



Operational Semantics

❖ Conditions as black boxes 

❖ c : E∗ → {true, false} ; stepping function 

❖ Interleave stepping and simplification 


❖ Stepping moves conditions ahead & expands terms 

❖ Simplification removes expired terms 

❖ Observe possessory interest from leftmost term 

❖ Based on derivatives of regular expressions



Evaluation

Theorems

Implementation



Theorems

❖ A fee simple is perpetual and unconditional 

❖ Ownership is always unambiguous 

❖ Nemo dat quod non habet


❖ First in time, first in right  

❖ Conservation of estates 

❖ Proved using the denotational semantics



Implementation



Implementation

❖ 119 examples from Estates in Land and Future Interests: A 
Step-by- Step Guide by Linda Edwards 


❖ 104 passed without issue (26 required minor edits) 

❖ 13 had complicated conditions; 2 required extra syntax



Why?

❖ It’s an interesting experiment! 

❖ An exploration of (dis-)similarities between legal 
& computational reasoning 

❖ Potential pedagogical tool for law students 

❖ Proof assistants & explorers for legal reasoning
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